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Las Vegas, Nevada — June 28, 2021 — Tongston Entrepreneurship Holdings was

recognized with the “Top 50 Organizations in Education” award for its noteworthy

contributions towards the education industry at the second edition of The Global Forum

for Education and Learning (GFEL), held at the MGM Grand, Las Vegas, USA on June

23–25, 2021.

Having a remarkable presence in Abuja, Nigeria, Tongston Entrepreneurship Holdings’

steadfast mission has been to enhance human capital by introducing entrepreneurship in

secondary schools. With Mr. Bello Tongo as the Executive Director and CEO, the pan-

African group presently has four subsidiaries — Tongston College, the first and only

integrated business secondary school in Africa, Tongston Institute, Tongston Ventures,

and Tongston Media.

Its varied products, services, and proprietary entrepreneurial development models have

been specifically conceptualized to support the evolution of secondary teachers to

entrepreneurial educators and students to entrepreneurial learners. In addition to

steering multiple initiatives that bridge the gap between entrepreneurship and
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education while working with organizations and governments in Africa, it also guides

students and teachers on how to launch and lead sustainable businesses.

The organization’s commitment to helping young students develop an entrepreneurial

mindset and its passion for making a difference led to its nomination, and ultimately to

its big win at GFEL Las Vegas, 2020–21.

GFEL, a brand owned by Prism Events, Inc. is a three-day international education

conference that promotes networking, knowledge sharing and recognizes the industry-

leading work of visionary individuals and organizations. After the successful conclusion

of its second edition, we seek to empower education experts by building and expanding

our presence in the Asia-Pacific and MENA regions.

For more details on GFEL — Global Forum for Education and Learning, Visit

www.gfel.world.
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